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Abstract: One of the tasks of the Ministry of Agrarian and Spatial Planning/National Land Agency of the Republic of Indonesia is to provide types of land rights in each region throughout Indonesia. The purpose of this study is aimed for the institution of the National Land Agency throughout Indonesia to provide land rights based on the type of land allocation and its usage. This is a normative legal study in which data were collected through library research with the support of empirical data from the Land Agency of Medan. The allocation system, a type of land zone division system, is utilized by the Municipal Land Affairs Office of Medan to establish land rights. Building rights are granted by the Land Agency when a zone has been allocated as a trading area, although in practice there are still a lot of lands used for residential purposes. The designation system for the granting of land rights assigned by the Municipal Land Affairs Office of Medan, based on Regional Regulation No. 2 of 2015, failed to uphold justice for the people of Medan that applied for the rights to the land under their name. Therefore, a more applicable system is the existing spatial system or a system based on the land’s actual use in practice.
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INTRODUCTION

The State Rights to control the land, water, space and natural resources contained therein does not equal to its ownership. Indonesian citizens can own strong and full property rights. Such rights can be obtained under certain conditions following the provisions contained in the Agrarian Law and other regulations in the land management system (Ramadhani, 2018). The definition of ‘owned by the state’ is interpreted as public ownership, which means that ‘State Ownership Rights’ (SOR) as a form of legal relations between the state and agrarian resources are defined as public relations, not private resemblance to the relationship between the state and agrarian resources in previous colonial and feudal governments (Sitorus, 2016).

Indonesia that had been colonized by the Netherlands for 350 years adopts the European continental law brought by the Dutch originating from France (Penal Code). The continental European law that regulates the civil relationship is called civil law, which is enforced in Indonesia through codification meaning that the civil law prevailing in the Netherlands is fully implemented in Indonesia. This can be seen from the Dutch colonial law that is still valid today, namely the Civil Code, a civil law procedure that is applicable in Java and Madura (HIR) as well as in Sumatra and Bali (RBG). In the field of agrarian law, which is also part of civil law in Indonesia, namely agrarische wet, agrarische besluit whose legal provisions tended to benefit the Dutch colonial government was once applied. After the Dutch occupation ended, a national agrarian law based on customary law was issued in the form of the Agrarian Law (BAL) No. 5 of 1960.

If the provisions of Article 33 of the 1945 Constitution is analyzed further, specifically Paragraph 3, it can be said that the formal juridical basis used by the state through power exercised by the government to carry out the authority of attribution in controlling the land, water, space, and natural resources contained in it is to use them solely for the prosperity of the people. Because of the land is an important natural resource for the survival of humanity. Land does not only provide a place to live, but it also provides resources for the survival of humanity (Mandala, 2016).

The BAL has created an administrative arrangement of land rights that are valid for all regions of Indonesia in terms of rights to owned land. The implementation of legal arrangements in the agrarian sector, especially in the field of land, is also closely related to spatial planning and territory of land owned by every person/community group in Indonesia. Therefore, the government also undertakes legal efforts to regulate land use concerning spatial planning and territory in the Republic of Indonesia (Erwiningsih, 2009). The relationship between land and spatial arrangement is to optimize land utilization so that there can be an organized and ordered land stewardship in Indonesia while still being guided by spatial planning, thus creating harmony to land spatial stewardship in Indonesia.

The authority of attribution is the granting of government authority by legislators to the organ of government. Authority in controlling the land, water, space, and the natural resources contained therein is delegated by legislators to the Ministry of Agrarian and Spatial Planning/National Land Agency (MASP/NLA) as a government organ. Furthermore, the MASP/NLA Ministry gives delegations to provincial land office agencies and municipal district land offices to control the land, water, space, and natural resources contained therein as an extension of the Ministry of Agrarian and Spatial Planning (SP).

The issuance of National Law No. 26 of 2007 concerning Spatial Planning (SP) as a legal basis of spatial planning in Indonesia is currently the momentum for implementing a new concept of spatial and regional planning that is more planned, effective, and efficient in rearranging all spaces and regions covering the land, water, and space in the entire territory of the Republic of Indonesia. Spatial planning is a system consisting of spatial planning processes, spatial use, and control, following the provisions of Article 1 Paragraph 5 of the SP Law. The implementation of spatial planning includes regulation, fostering, implementation, and supervision.

Based on the provisions of Article 11 of the SP Law, the Government of Medan has made regional provisions of the legislation to carry out the implementation of spatial planning and land area in Medan. Provisions on the implementation of spatial arrangement and land territory are contained in the Regional Regulation of Medan City No.2 of 2015 on Spatial Detail Planning and Zoning Regulation of Medan City in the years of 2015-2035. Article 1, Paragraph 20 of the No. 2 of 2015 Regional Regulation states that “Zoning Regulation is a provision that regulates the requirements of space utilization and
its controlling provisions and is prepared for each block/allocated zone whose allocation is specified in detailed spatial planning”.

Land use is a dominant function with special provisions regulated in a region, an allocated block, and/or a plot, following Article 1 Paragraph 21 of the No. 2 of 2015 Regional Regulation. The designation of a zone/block/plot set by the Government of Medan through the Municipal Land Affairs Office toward the existing block of land can be classified into several zones/blocks/plots. The designation of a zone based on its allocation failed to reflect a legal certainty and justice for people living in a zone that has residential areas. The people who use the land as a residence should be able to apply for a certificate of ownership.

The designation of a land zone that refers to the allocation pre-determined by the Medan City Government and the Municipal Land Affairs Office has created injustice in the community. This contradicts the fifth principle of Pancasila, namely Social Justice for All Indonesians and Article 28D Paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution which states, “Everyone is entitled to legal recognition, guarantee, protection and certainty, and equal treatment before the law”.

The implementation of spatial arrangement toward a zone/block/plot of land in Medan based on the unilateral designation of the Government of Medan and the Municipal Office of Land Affairs has caused delays in the process of applying for land rights for the people even though the use of the land is different from its determined allocation. The rights of the community have been neglected by the land designation system. Upon closer inspection, the use of existing principle with actual land use is considered more appropriate, because the people apply for their rights in accordance with the actual (existing) facts.

Guidelines for the use of the existing system state that a group of people applying for their land rights must have used the land in the field for residential purposes. If the land is used for residential houses, even if the zone has been designated for trade and service, the application to obtain a certificate of land and residential building ownership can still be processed legally, and should not be rejected by the Municipal Land Affairs Office.

The problem arising that needs to be solved lies in the fact that Indonesian citizens who apply for rights to their land are given building use rights. The type of right they should have is Property Rights. Consequently, this constitutes a violation of human rights as stated in Article 20, Article 21, and Article 22 of Basic Agrarian Law. In addition, inappropriate granting of rights also contradicts the Regulation of the Head of the National Land Agency (Perka BPN) Number 6 of 1998 concerning the Granting of Ownership Rights to Land for Residential Houses.

The application of land rights based on the existing system is considered compliant with the values of the fifth principle of Pancasila: Social Justice for All Indonesians. It is also compliant with values contained in Article 28D Paragraph 1 of the 1945 Constitution which essentially requires equal rights and obligations of all Indonesian Citizens without exception before the law (Fitriani, 2014) so that the people of Indonesia applying for land rights will receive justice, certainty in the law, and expediency. How can granting land title as a residential home based on the allocation system so that it does not conflict with spatial planning and human rights?

METHODS

This research uses a doctrinal legal method (normative law research method). This method, namely law research which is conceptualized and developed based on certain doctrines. Ibrahim (2005) defines normative legal research as a scientific research procedure for uncovering the truth based on the normative side of legal scholarship logic.

Research, in general, distinguishes between the data obtained directly from the community (referred to as primary data), and those from library materials (referred to as secondary data). This research used the normative law method. In the study of normative laws, library materials serve as basic data, which are classified as secondary data. It has a very wide scope, covering personal letters, diaries, books, and official documents filed by the Government. Such data is generally characterized by ready-made forms. The contents have been established and filled by previous researchers and can be obtained without time and place boundaries.
Based on its binding strength, the secondary data materials for this normative law was divided into (a) primary legal materials, which consists of laws and regulations such as the 1945 Constitution, Basic Agrarian Law, Spatial Laws, up to the implementing regulations, and (b) secondary legal materials, which consists of the views of experts in books and journals. The primary, secondary, and tertiary legal materials were obtained through literature studies. All the data were then analyzed qualitatively, profoundly, holistically, and comprehensively.

This study uses a normative juridical method which includes research on legal principles. In normative law research, research on legal principles is applied to legal principles that contain guidelines for behaving or acting inappropriately. Such research may be conducted mainly on primary and secondary legal materials, as long as they contain legal rules.

There are only restrictive passages that are commonly found in the chapters of the general provisions and legislation. Research on the principles of law is a philosophical study since the principles of law are the ideal elements of it. The nature of this research was a qualitative normative legal study, using both conceptual and statute approaches. The research was conducted in Medan, specifically at the Municipal Land Affairs Office, from April to June 2018.

The research applies the Juridical Approach, which deals with research on laws and other regulations that govern the granting of land rights. In addition, the case approach is also used through analysis of cases related to legal issues; and conceptual approaches relating to juridical concepts contained in Basic Agrarian Law and the related regulations therein. The implementation of this allocation system has an impact on the existence of the neglected rights of Indonesians. In obtaining land rights, the applicant obtains the building right to the land in a trading and service area even if it is used as a residential house.

Hypothesis

The granting land title as a residential home based on an allocation system so that it does not conflict with spatial planning and human rights must be implemented following the Basic Agrarian Law and the Regulation of the Head of the National Land Agency (Perka BPN) Number 6 of 1998 concerning the Granting of Ownership Right to Land for Residential Houses. Meanwhile, to check the actual practice, it should be carried out based on the Regulation of the Head of BPN Number 7 of 2007 concerning the Land Inspection Committee.

RESULTS

The 1945 Constitution is a ground norm that explicitly and implicitly contains basic views and values from all provisions of the prevailing laws and regulations in Indonesia. It is a political as well as an economic constitution, and also a social constitution, in which the entirety of the 1945 Constitution is an elaboration of the values contained in the Pancasila as a fundamental norm to the Republic of Indonesia (Susilo, 2011).

As a Basic Law, the 1945 Constitution within the framework of the rules or the hierarchy of applicable legal norms in Indonesia occupies a high position, and all legislation and rules below it may not conflict with it. As a law basis, the 1945 Constitution is a source of written law. Thus every legal product such as law, government regulation, presidential regulation, or even every government action or policy must be based on and sourced from a higher regulation, which ultimately all of these laws must be accounted for following the provisions of the 1945 Constitution and the Pancasila as its predecessor as the source of all sources of state law. In such a position, the 1945 Constitution is in the framework of the order of laws or hierarchy of laws and regulations in Indonesia following the provisions of Law No. 12 of 2011 which occupies the highest position. It also has a function as a means of control, in the sense that it controls whether lower legal norms are following higher legal norms, and in the end, whether the legal norms are contrary to its provisions (Iriani, 2011). The provisions of Article 7 Paragraph (1) Law No. 12 of 2011 state that, "Types and hierarchies of laws and regulations consist of:

a. The 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia
b. Decree of the People's Consultative Assembly (MPR)
c. Substitute Government Laws/Regulations
d. Government Regulations
e. Presidential Decree
f. Provincial Regulations
g. District/city regulations
From the provisions of Article 7 Paragraph (1) of Law No. 12 of 2011 above, it can be said that the 1945 Constitution is not the only or the whole basic law, but is only part of it, namely the written basic law. Besides that, there are still other basic laws, namely unwritten basic laws. Unwritten basic laws are the basic rules that arise and are maintained in the practice of administering the state - although not written, it is still implemented as a convention. Although a convention is also a basic law (unwritten), it must not conflict with the 1945 Constitution. The convention is a complementary rule or a filler of the legal vacuum that arises and is maintained in the practice of state administration because it is not contained in the 1945 Constitution (Rumokoy, 2010). Functions of the Basic Law in a legal state are as follows (Chandranegara, 2014): The highest form of regulation; and as a legal source for all applicable regulations of the country concerned.

Data received from the Land Affairs Office was problematic in which the land was used as a residence but the Land Affairs Office designated building land rights. The use of an allocation system in the establishment of land rights based on the concept of spatial and environmental order with the legal basis of Perda (Regional Regulation) No. 2 of 2015 is considered inappropriate because it does not reflect the principle of justice for the people of Medan who apply for land rights under their control in a zone of territory that has been determined by the Municipal Land Affairs Office based on the allocation system (Sarwanto, 2014).

The data in the Table 1 shows that granting land rights to Indonesian citizens in Medan City is inappropriate. Rights that should be given are property rights, but they are given building land use rights. This is against human rights, laws, and regulations. There is no single regulation that explicitly states that granting residential house rights should be based on the spatial designation. So, if a territory has been designated as a trading zone and the people living in the trading zone use their land for residence, they can apply for ownership rights. In this case, the land officers should conduct legal proceedings to issue a certificate of ownership over the land in which the house is located (Sarwanto, 2014).

For zones that have been designated as a trading zone, people who apply for land rights can only be given a certificate of building use rights. This reflects injustice for the people, who in good faith, applied for the rights to the land which is used as a place to live. Therefore, the allocation system based on the spatial concept used in the designation of zoning areas in Medan is not appropriate and can cause legal uncertainty and public disruption. Therefore, it is more appropriate to use territory zoning based on the existing guidelines, namely actual use of the land in the community. In this case, if the applicant uses the land as a residential house as evidenced by the presence of a residential building, building permit as a residence, or a letter from the neighborhood leader that explains that the land is used as a residential house, not a business building, the city land agency shall grant the property rights.

The purpose of establishing this Basic Agrarian Law is explained in Article 2 Paragraph (3), namely that the authority that derives from the controlling rights of the State is used solely for the prosperity of the people, in terms of happiness, prosperity, and independence of the Republic of Indonesia and its people. Furthermore, in the provisions of Article 2 Paragraph (4) of the Basic Agrarian Law, it is stated that "The control rights can be authorized to autonomous regions and customary law communities are only needed and do not conflict with national interests according to government regulations. Article 11 of this law can be referred to show that this Basic Agrarian Law is biased towards the people, namely, "That the legal relationship between people, including legal entities with land, water, and space and the authority that comes from legal relations will be regulated to achieve the objectives mentioned in Article 2 Paragraph (3) of the Basic Agrarian Law and will prevent ownership of the lives and work of others that exceed the limits ".

Furthermore, Article 13 of the Basic Agrarian Law states that The government strives so that ventures in the agrarian field are regulated in such a way as to increase the production and prosperity of the people referred to in Article 2 Paragraph (3) and ensures that every Indonesian citizen lives in accordance with human dignity, both for themselves and their families. The government also prevents ventures in agrarian fields from private monopoly organizations and individuals that can only be carried out by law so that The government strives to advance certainty and social security including labor, in ventures in the agrarian field.
From the various basic provisions, Basic Agrarian Law No. 5 of 1960 also determines the rights of the people to the land that can be divided into (Ginting, 2013): Property rights (Articles 20-27), Use rights (Article 28-34), Building rights (Articles 35-40), Right to use (Articles 41-43), Rental rights for buildings (Articles 44-45), The right to open land and collect forestry products (Article 46), Temporary land rights (Article 53) namely mortgage rights, profit-sharing business rights, hitching rights, agricultural land leasing rights, Customary rights. BAL also mention other rights not included in the rights mentioned above will be determined by the law and temporary rights.

In addition to the aforementioned rights, there are rights to other parts of the land which consist of water use, maintenance, and fishing rights (Article 47) and space usage rights (Article 48). With the enactment of the Basic Agrarian Law (BAL), the government begins to organize and control the structure of Indonesian land ownership based on customary law because during the colonial period the pattern of land ownership was very unfair and irregular. Thus, it can be said that the right to control does not mean ownership. Property rights are strong and full and can be possessed by Indonesian citizens, whose ownership rights can be obtained with certain conditions according to the provisions contained in the BAL and other laws and regulations in the land sector (Imran, 2013). Legal arrangements in the agrarian sector, especially in the land sector, which relate to the rights to land owned by every Indonesian citizen who, in the period after independence, has been regulated by BAL No. 5 of 1960, has created an administrative arrangement of land rights that are valid for all regions of Indonesia in terms of land rights. The implementation of legal arrangements in the agrarian sector, especially for land, is also closely related to spatial planning and territory of land owned by every person/community group in Indonesia. Therefore the government of the Republic of Indonesia also makes legal efforts to regulate land use about spatial planning and territories in the Republic of Indonesia (Zuhri, 2012). Article 2 of BAL No.5 of 1960 relating to the concept of spatial planning in the land sector states:

1. Based on the provisions in Article 33 Paragraph (3) of the Constitution and matters referred to in Article 1, the land, water, and space, including the natural resources contained therein at the highest level are controlled by the State, as an organization of power of all people.

2. The controlling rights of the State referred to in Article 33 Paragraph (1) of this article authorize and:
   a. regulate and administer the designation, use, supply, and maintenance of the land, water, and space;
   b. determine and regulate legal relations between people and land, water, and space,
   c. determine and regulate legal relations between people and legal actions concerning the land, water, and space.

3. The authority that derives from the controlling rights of the State in Article 33 Paragraph (2) of this article is used to solely achieve the prosperity of the people, in terms of happiness, prosperity, and independence in a sovereign, just, and prosperous Indonesian law and society.

4. The control rights of the aforementioned State can be delegated to the autonomous areas and customary law communities as long as it is needed and is not in conflict with national interests, according to the provisions of Government Regulations.

The basic concept of the next spatial arrangement contained in the BAL is as contained in Articles 14 and 15. Article 14 of the BAL states that: By keeping in mind the provisions in Article 2 Paragraph (2) and (3), Article 9 Paragraph (2), and Article 10 Paragraph (1) and (2), the Government in the framework of
Indonesian socialism, devise a general plan regarding inventory, designation, and the usage of the land, water, and space and the natural wealth contained in it: a) for State purposes; b) for worship and other sacred purposes, following the basis of the One Godhead; c) for the centers of community life, social, cultural, and other welfare; d) to develop agricultural, livestock, and fisheries production and in line with that; e) for the need to develop industries, transmigration, and mining.

The basis of the birth of the provisions on spatial planning which is guided by the provisions of Articles 14 and 15 of the BAL is due to the provisions of Articles 14 and 15 of the BAL mandating the regulation and use of the land, water, and space as well as natural resources contained in them so that they can be used orderly and regularly according to the designation and use so that harmony between land stewardship and appropriate space management arises in the area has been set for land use. According to conventional legal theory, the purpose of the law is to realize legal certainty (rechtszekerheid), justice (rechtgerechtigheid), and expediency (rechtsulititeit) (Wijayanti, 2013).

In his book, "Inleiding tot de studie van het Nederlandserecht", Apeldorn (1986) stated that the purpose of the law is to regulate order in society peacefully and fairly. To achieve legal peace, a just society and legal certainty and justice must be created by balancing interests that conflict with one another. According to W. Friedman, a law must provide equal justice to all people/parties, even though there are differences between these individuals (Friedman, 1993). From the description above, the theory used in this study is a legal theory, a positive legal theory from Hart’s, Gustav Radbruch's theory of legal certainty, and the theory of justice from John Rawls.

The positive legal theory according to Hart’s is a theory stating that there are no provisions of legislation other than in a written form that is ratified by an authorized body and applies in that society. Written regulations made by the competent body must be seen in the contents of the regulation, whether or not it is beneficial to the people it regulates. Hence, the birth of the regulation will create an order of a legal relationship in the community. Besides, the contents of the applied regulations must be felt by the community to regulate the legal relations that occur among fellow members of the community in a fair and balanced manner to create order and legal certainty in carrying out legal actions (Gunaryo, 2007).

If the benefits of the laws and regulations are not felt by the community, then a legal breakthrough can be applied to the applicable laws and regulations, to find a benefit from the legislation that has been issued. Legal breakthroughs carried out by authorized institutions are legitimate in order to find a benefit from legislation that has been applied but are incomplete in terms of regulating certain legal actions that occur and develop in the life of the people they regulate. Therefore, according to Hart's legal breakthroughs on the void of legal arrangements contained in the applicable laws and regulations, they are legal and have legal powers that are binding for the parties and can be carried out properly (Latipulhayat, 2016).

The theory of legal certainty from Gustav Radbruch states that there are 4 basic things from the meaning of legal certainty: a) The law must be in the form of positive law (written), in the form of constitutions and other regulations; b) The law is based on facts or laws; c) The distinctness of the fact must be formulated to avoid mistakes in the meaning besides being easy to implement; d) Positive law cannot be volatile because it will cause ambiguity (Radbruch, 1963).

Gustav Radbruch's opinion is based on his view that legal certainty is a certainty about the law itself. Legal certainty is a product of law or more specifically from the legislation. Based on this opinion, according to Gustav Radbruch, positive laws governing human interests in the society must always be adhered to, even though the positive law is unfair.

Certainty is a feature that cannot be separated from the law, especially for written legal norms. Law without the value of certainty will lose meaning because it can no longer be used as a guideline for everyone. Certainty itself is referred to as one of the objectives of the law. Historically, the discussion about legal certainty was a conversation that had arisen since the idea of the separation of powers from Montesquieu.

The order of society is closely related to certainty in the law, because an order is the core of certainty itself. Ordering causes people to live with certainty so that they can carry out activities that are needed in the community.
Legal certainty is a guarantee that the law is implemented, that those who are entitled according to the law can obtain their rights, and that the verdict can be implemented. Although legal certainty is closely related to justice, the law is not synonymous with it. Law is general, binding everyone, generalizing, while justice is subjective, individualistic, and not generalized.

Legal certainty is the implementation of the law following its contents so that the community can ensure that the law is implemented. In understanding the value of legal certainty, it must be considered that the value has a close relationship with positive legal instruments and the role of the state in actualizing it in positive law.

Justice theory popularized by John Rawls (Ya’kub, 2004) has set the principles of justice as shown in the following:

1. Maximizing independence. This limitation on independence is only for the sake of independence itself.
2. Equality for all people, both equality in social life and equality in the form of utilization of natural resources (social food). Restrictions, in this case, can only be permitted if there is a possibility of greater profits.

Rawls believes that if there is a conflict, the Equal Liberty Principle must be prioritized over other principles, and the Equal Opportunity Society must be prioritized over the Multiple Differences.

In implementing the theory of justice, Rawls emphasizes efforts to formulate principles that govern the distribution of rights and obligations among all members of society. Emphasis on the issue of rights and obligations, which is based on a concept of justice for social cooperation, shows that Rawls's theory of justice focuses on how to distribute rights and obligations equally in a society so that everyone has the opportunity to benefit from them and actually, to bear the same load. Therefore, to guarantee the distribution of equal rights and obligations, Rawls also emphasizes the importance of a fair agreement among all members of the community. Only a fair agreement can encourage social cooperation.

Fair agreements are the key to understanding the formula for justice. Rawls views that a fair agreement can only be achieved with impartial procedures. Only with an impartial procedure can the principles of justice be considered fair. Therefore, for Rawls, justice as fairness is "pure procedural justice". In this case, what is needed by the community in a statutory regulation is the concept of justice described in a fair procedure to guarantee a fair outcome.

A fair procedure for the birth of decisions that everyone can accept is fair. The fair procedure can only be fulfilled if there is a climate of deliberation that allows the birth of decisions that can guarantee a fair distribution of rights and obligations. Rawls emphasizes the importance of all parties involved in the deliberation process to choose the principles of justice, in an initial condition which he called "the original position".

Rawls formulates the two principles of justice as follows: 1) everyone must have equal rights to the broadest basic freedoms, as much as the same freedom for all people; 2) socio-economic inequality must be arranged in such a way that (a) is expected to benefit the most disadvantaged people, and (b) all positions and occupations are open to everyone.

Thus, to ensure the effectiveness of the two principles of justice, Rawls emphasizes that both must be arranged in an order called serial order or lexical order. With this arrangement, he emphasizes that basic rights and freedoms cannot be exchanged for social and economic benefits. This means that the second principle of justice can only get a place and be applied if the first principle of justice has been fulfilled. In other words, the implementation and execution of the second principle of justice must not conflict with the first principle. Therefore, basic rights and freedoms in this particular concept of justice have a top priority on social and economic benefits.

Restrictions on rights and freedoms are only allowed insofar as they are done to protect and secure the implementation of freedom itself. That means, it is necessary to accept an institutional arrangement of the practices of freedom so that the implementation of freedom does not endanger the freedom that is truly the right of everyone.
The second principle of justice requires that inequality in achieving social and economic values is allowed if it continues to open opportunities for other parties to get benefits similarly. Therefore, inequality in obtaining social and economic values does not always have to be understood as injustice. The essence of the second principle of justice lies precisely on this side.

Although a zone has been designated as a trading and industrial zone, it does not mean that the land office cannot issue a certificate of ownership to the land, provided that the land is truly used as a place to live or home for the community (Ilhamsdi, 2016).

In this case, the land agency does not violate the spatial layout and the community can obtain rights to the land following its use. A statement of the applicant must be made before a notary which shows that the residence is not a place of business, and if the use of this land is changed from a residential place to other purposes (i.e. business, office, industry, trade) then the certificate of ownership of this land automatically becomes a right of use for the building. This will not make any sue to the land agency of decreasing the right from Property Right to the Building Rights Title. This statement clarifies that the legal authority of the city land agency should make notes on the certificate of the applicant's statement, after receiving a building permit or certificate from the neighborhood leader.

The inclusion of a spatial directorate within the authority of the National Land Agency implies that land use must pay attention to certain aspects such as regularity, naturally beautiful, suitability, and also land capability. The granting of land rights must also pay attention to the allocation of land use for the benefit of advancing the economic sector. Thus, if the government needs the land for investment purposes, the Regional Government can easily determine the mapped location. Also, good spatial planning will support government policies in a measured and oriented regional development so that the results can be enjoyed by the whole community.

Managerial Implications

The managerial implication of the research above can be applied following the Medan Regional Regulation Number 2 of 2015. The Regional Regulation states that Medan consists of neighborhoods. This is a good condition as the Medan Land Affairs Office can issue land rights based on the land use. Should the land be used for a residential purpose, supported with the data such as building permits or a clarification letter from the village/neighborhood head, the ownership rights can be issued based on the land’s existing condition. Hence, justice can be attained.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

Based on the above description relating to the land usage system or guidelines for establishing a zone under the spatial concept, it is clear that the existing land usage system is more appropriate to establish zones in an area rather than the allocation system that can lead to injustice and cause a commotion in the community. Applications of land rights submitted to the land agency are currently unable to be processed since such applications are made to the land designated as a trading or industrial zone, even such applications have declared that such land is used for residential purposes.

Recommendations

Research relating to delegating spatial planning authority into BPN is still limited in quantity. In the future, there should be plenty of inputs that can be derived from some research projects in land use based on spatial planning. The government should issue the regulation of the Ministry of Agrarian and Spatial Planning/National Land Agency which regulates the land rights process. If this is achieved, all sectors will gain benefits, justice, and certainty. For example, investors can find a potential business location. Regional governments can also determine the value of land and building tax automatically to be paid into the State treasury.
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